The Otherkin are a group of people who identify as other-than-human. Primarily gathering in online spaces, they discuss and debate the origins and parameters of this identification and try to make sense of their extraordinary experiences. This article traces how the Otherkin deploy scientific facts and theories during this process, arriving at Otherkin science, a carefully curated compilation of abstract physics, psychology, metaphysics, and ancient belief that renders otherthan-human identification thinkable in a contemporary Western paradigm. Drawing on five years of ethnographic engagement with the Otherkin, this article examines this social knowledge construction through the processes of "questioning" and "grilling" on Otherkin Facebook groups. In continuously negotiating their own identities through scientific reasoning, they create what I am calling scientistic selves-frameworks of identification created by lay scientists whose adherence to specific scientific facts and theories is fundamental to their continued existence.
Introduction
A woman posts a comment to a Facebook group page in which she claims to have the ability to physically transform into a wolf. This is not a creative writing project, a werewolf fandom group, or any other imaginary enterprise. This Facebook group is part of an online community of Otherkin-people who sincerely identify, on some level, as other-than-human. The members of this particular group are therians-a subset of Otherkin who specifically identify as non-human animals. The claim the woman is making is called physical shifting, or "p-shifting," which is almost universally rejected by the Otherkin community at large as implausible and unscientific. As soon as the woman (hereafter OP1, for Original Poster number 1) makes this claim she is met with harsh rebuke, and Fei (an administrator of the group, and a wolf therian herself) responds with lupine bluntness: Fei: Um, wrong. Science has already proven p-shifting impossible. That is a fact. Now quit trying to lie, you're failing miserably and humiliating yourself.
[…] 2 OP1:
to say it is impossible is pretty narrow minded. I mean, how do you KNOW it's physically impossible? Just cuz that's what everyone else says. Fei:
No, it's cause that's what science says. Even if you were to somehow find a way to do it, all your organs would be crushed and liquefied. Try finishing high school hun.
[…] OP1:
Ok... If Therianthropy 3 can be rational and logical... then why can't P-Shifting? Fei:
Because p-shifting breaks the laws of science. Therianthropy doesn't.
[…] We all know science. And this isn't a debate, this is us telling you facts.
[…] We KNOW you're lying. Why are you even trying to convince us? You know you're lying too, and if you don't, you have a severe mental illness that needs to be treated immediately.
We face a paradox. On one hand, Fei argues that science does not support the prospect of transforming into an other-than-human being. In fact, she goes on to specify to OP1 that "it breaks several laws of physics and biology." And another member chides, "This is a group for discussing therianthropy. Not for lying or for wild fantasies." OP1 is mocked for falsehood and indulging in imagination. She is told she is young and immature (note Fei's offhand correction of "cuz" to "cause") and possibly mentally ill. On the other hand, Fei, along with the other members of the group, self-identify in a way that also runs counter to the foundations of contemporary Western science: they argue that they are not entirely human. Within them, in a very real experiential sense, is a non-human entity trapped inside a human body. An empirical scientific approach-which would hold that a person's "humanness" is a non-negotiable biological designation-would tend to classify this identity construct as misled, fanciful, and irrational. But, as Fei explicitly states above, "p-shifting breaks the laws of science. Therianthropy doesn't." So what "science" is it that Fei is referring to, which allows for one to be true, but not the other?
Compare the exchange above to a post in the same group from another woman (OP2) who claims to identify as a winged wolf:
Hey, pterolycus / arctic wolf kin here! Thanks for accepting my request.
Fei:
Nice to meet you! What's a pterolycus? OP2:
A winged wolf, sorry probably should have specified that. Fei:
Ah ok. So how'd you figure out your kintypes? OP2:
Well, I have known I was some sort of canine for a long while, and finally recognized it as an arctic wolf. However, I would often get phantom limbs of wings… Last year some time I experienced an "M-shift" for the first time since elementary school. I found it really weird, instantly knowing it was not normal, so I looked it up thus starting my journey in the otherkin and therian community. I don't know why, but for a while I thought the whole concept of identifying with something non-earthly was silly so I identified myself with purely an arctic wolf. Though lately, my phantom wings have been really strong. I have also always seen myself as a winged wolf when meditating, so finally I accepted the fact that I probably was a pterolycus.
[Fei and a few other group members mark OP2 's comment with "likes"] Unlike the derision and ultimate expulsion OP1 suffered, OP2 is met with acceptance and "likes" for what would seem like a similarly implausible claim: not only is she a wolf, but a winged wolf from Russian and Hungarian mythology. What could explain the stark difference in the group's attitude toward these two women and their wolf identifications? There is, of course, the obvious difference in tone-OP1 is confrontational, while OP2 is apologetic and forthcoming-but the meaningful distinction in this case has to do with evidence. OP2's explanations of "M-shifts" (M for mental, as opposed to physical), phantom limbs, and meditative transcendence-along with a narrative of experimentation and rational skepticismalign with the particular type of scientific reasoning these groups practice. This is Otherkin science: a socially constructed combination of abstract physics, psychology, metaphysics, and ancient belief that renders other-than-human identification thinkable in a contemporary Western paradigm.
Otherkin science is conceived, constructed, deployed, and enforced by a lay group that, for all intents and purposes, appears to ignore central scientific tenets in their very self-definition. I argue here that, in fact, they take great pains to employ scientific knowledge in a rational and systematic way to explain their other-than-human identification. In doing so, they seek to mitigate the tension between their Cartesian epistemological frameworks of empirical science and their animistic ontological perception of other-than-humanness: the dissonance caused when what they know conflicts with what they experience. Exploring this tension through the Otherkin practices of "questioning" and "grilling," I further argue that contestations around scientific ways of knowing can reveal identity constructions that I call scientistic selves-frameworks of identification whose adherence to specific scientific facts and theories is fundamental to their continued existence. In my use of the term "scientistic" I do not mean to imply that these constructions use science in a degraded form or that they exhibit positivist zealotry, but rather that they are formed by nonprofessional scientists using the tools and formulations found in a popular understanding of scientific discourse. Daston and Galison describe the "scientific self" as driven by "epistemic virtue" (2007), compelling professional scientists to resist subjectivity through "the right kind of self-abnegation or self-restraint," to achieve a totally objective ideal (Stefano 2015, 93) . A scientistic self, conversely, begins with an acceptance of the subjective experience or belief, and deploys scientific theories, facts, processes, and methods to help rationalize that experience. At stake personally for Otherkin scientistic selves in these practices is the ability to recognize and explain their own experiences in a way that renders them thinkable to others. While a fascinating case study on its own, looking at the Otherkin construction of science also marks some of the ways in which identities and scientific facts are contested in a larger sociopolitical context characterized by experiential "bubbles" and targeted misinformation; where facts have, in a sense, become fluid. Ultimately, the Otherkin demonstrate a struggle for the ownership of knowledge and authority outside of sanctioned expert positions, and how fragile-and necessarily policed-this ownership can be, even among supposedly like-minded allies.
In many ways, Otherkin science resembles the types of "fringe" science that reject mainstream expertise in favor of oppositional epistemological constructions (Collins, ReyesGalindo, and Bartlett 2016) . This move to commandeer scientific language and knowledge from experts exemplifies a type of "epistemic democracy" that often privileges the non-expert (Lynch 2017; Collins, Evans, and Weinel 2017) . Indeed, in some cases, "expertise appears as a repository of corrupt judgment designed to suppress promising alternatives to already bankrupt positions" (Fuller 2016b) . While this theoretical and methodological tactic can do much to destabilize entrenched modes of knowledge production, recent debates have also considered how constructivist approaches might have contributed to the ascent of our current "post-truth" era (Fuller 2016a (Fuller , 2016b Sismondo 2017a Sismondo , 2017b Lynch 2017; Collins, Evans, and Weinel 2017) . 4 Much of this research took place during the 2016 Presidential election (and on Facebook, no less), when "alternative facts" and "fake news" became anti/post-truth buzzwords, so it reflects a particular moment in time; however, Otherkin negotiations with the "facts" of scientific knowledge predate the current political climate and come from a much more intimate source: their own bodies. While a mixture of expert and lay scientific knowledge about the body and the self is often deployed in the "ontological choreography" (Cussins 1996; Thompson 2007; Panofsky and Donovan 2017) of "making up human kinds" (Hacking 1995 (Hacking , 2006 and "self-fashioning" (Dumit 2003; Nelson 2008 Nelson , 2016 , STS has also examined processes of identity formation specifically utilizing fringe scientific frameworks. Creationist Christians, for instance, reference "creation science"-a combination of theology, geology, archaeology, and physics-to rationalize membership in a group whose beliefs would otherwise seem scientifically dubious (Toumey 1991; Harding 2001; Senter and Mackey 2017) . How the Otherkin differ is that they do not apply scientific knowledge to explain an epistemological stance, but rather an ontological one: while Creationists begin with a belief in the inerrancy of biblical text, Otherkin begin with the experience of other-than-humanness within a human body.
Self-defining from earthly animals to mythological beasts, the Otherkin make up a group of at least 5,000 people 5 who identify as other-than-human. While presenting to the world as 4 STS scholars have recently debated whether the ascension of "post-truth"-evidenced by Brexit in Europe and the election of Donald Trump in the United States-can be blamed (in part) on the Science Wars within STS beginning in the 1970s (Fuller 2016a) . Some claim that the democratization of scientific knowledge and the logic of symmetry framed science as "just another form of politics" and engendered a deep skepticism of experts in the populace (Collins, Evans, and Weinel 2017) , resulting in a rise of "fringe science" (Collins, Reyes-Galindo, and Bartlett 2016) . Sismondo (2017a Sismondo ( , 2017b argues that the comparison cannot be made; that "post-truth"-a position "in which bullshit is highly valued-misses a central and productive tension within STS… A twitter account alone does not make what we have been calling knowledge" (2017a). 5 Otherkincommunity.net and Werelist.net, two of the Otherkin community's main websites, have 5,529, and 4,480 members, respectively, as of this writing. Some of my Otherkin interlocutors, however, estimate that there are over 10,000 in the online community. Taking into consideration the vast number people on the human, they experience these non-human aspects in urges, dreams, physical sensations, and memories. The entities represented in these forms can be native to the body, but can also come from external spatial and temporal sources: past lives, other dimensions, collective consciousness, and works of fiction. The label Otherkin is often used as an umbrella term, but the community splits into two subsets: "otherkin" (lowercase "o"), who identify as beings that do not exist on Earth 6 (elves, dragons, demons, angels, fae, etc); and the aforementioned "therians," who identify as animals that exist (or previously existed) on Earth such as wolves, sharks, saber-toothed cats, and otters (Lupa 2007) . Generally, I will speak of Otherkin as an all-inclusive term, but the variation within the community is tremendous. 7 Despite manifold differences in specific identity claims, all Otherkin understand themselves to be deeply, unchangeably, other-than-human. Current scholarly work tends to view Otherkinity in one of three ways: as a religious belief system based in fictional works (Kirby 2008 (Kirby , 2013 O'Callaghan 2015; Davidsen 2013 Davidsen , 2016 Cusack 2016) ; as a neurological abnormality or pathological disorder (Gerbasi et al. 2008; ProbynRapsey 2011; Grivell, Clegg, and Roxburgh 2014) ; or as a community-based formation of selfknowledge infused with mythological and pop-cultural influences (Laycock 2012; Robertson 2012 Robertson , 2013 Johnston 2013; Shane 2014) . Having spent a great deal of time doing fieldwork with Otherkin, I have come to regard the phenomenon from more of an ontological position-that is, I understand their Otherkinity as deriving from an initial experience of other-than-humanness. As I argue elsewhere (Proctor 2018) , this is fundamentally an animist experience, which would be taken as a matter of course in many societies around the world, but in (non-indigenous) North American and Western European contexts, is seen as deeply problematic, even pathological. There is no pre-existing (adult) 8 niche for Otherkin identity in Western society, so after initially experiencing non-human otherness, Otherkin seek out answers and find the community, usually in the Internet. And through their interactions with the online Otherkin community, they come to understand and define their own Otherkinity, navigating the friction between their subjective experience and a larger epistemology of empiricist science and rationalism. planet who do not have Internet access and (among the people who have access) those who do not speak English, the number could be much higher. 6 In Pagan traditions-which many Otherkin follow-the fae, along with other non-human entities and deities, exist on earth and can materialize in concrete form. For my purposes, and in the official definitions put forward by the Otherkin community, I am defining "on Earth" in purely concrete, non-supernatural terms, limited to those presently observable or those with a fossil record. 7 Self-identified "real vampires"-humans who gain sustenance either through others' energy or directly through their blood-are also often put under the Otherkin umbrella. Some Otherkin also have vampire kintypes, so there is a great deal of overlap. As this particular article deals mainly with the practices involved in non-human identification, vampires will not be discussed at length. For scholarly work on the real vampire community, see Laycock (2009 Laycock ( , 2010 , Johnston (2014) , and Williams (2008 Williams ( , 2009 . 8 The obvious exception to this larger assertion is children at play. As I discuss elsewhere (Proctor 2018) children in the West are exposed to animistic characters and encouraged to role-play as other-than-human entities. In the context of this article I mean that there is no adult (e.g. serious) mode for identifying in otherthan-human ways in contemporary Western society. Further, the idea of animist identification as a parallel to children's play raises the specter of early anthropological cultural evolutionist narratives, framing indigenous societies as less advanced and childlike.
This article continues a long tradition of examining the social constructedness of and coproductive relations inherent in/undergirding scientific knowledge (Berger and Luckmann 1966; Shapin and Schaffer 1985; Hacking 1999; Knorr-Cetina 1999; Jasanoff 2004 ). The construction is undertaken through many different processes, but this examination of Otherkin scientific construction focuses specifically on the practice of boundary work (Gieryn 1983 ) and the crafting of standardized packages (Fujimura 1992) . Boundary work represents a more active and deliberate version of Mertonian demarcation (1973) in the sciences. In his study of scientists' discourse, Gieryn noted their "attribution of selected characteristics to the institution of science ... for purposes of constructing a social boundary that distinguishes some intellectual activities as "nonscience" (1983, 782) . Similarly, the Otherkin engage in boundary work by framing those they deem illegitimate as both inauthentic and scientifically implausible, thus establishing themselves as the scientific authority. "When the goal is monopolization of professional authority and resources, boundary-work excludes rivals from within by defining them as outsiders with labels such as 'pseudo, ' 'deviant,' or 'amateur'" (1983, 792) . Or-in the case of the Otherkin-"fluff." Fujimura illustrates the construction of science through standardized packages as a compromise midway between two theoretical camps: Latour's "black boxes" (1988) in one, and Star and Griesemer's "boundary objects" (1989) in the other. These standardized packages-clustered around boundary objects such as genes or germs-appeal to experts and lay-people alike, linking together different social and theoretical communities in the service of shared meaning. Without rigorous standardization, however, they can fall prey to definition slippage. Rather than the black box of fact, or the elastic relationship of a boundary object, a standardized package "handles both collective work across divergent social worlds and fact stabilization … [in] a gray box which combines several boundary objects" (Fujimura 1992, 169, emphasis in original) . Recent work shows that these standardized packages of boundary objects can be instrumental in the construction and contestation of identity: DNA and concepts of "blood relation" have been deployed as a boundary objects in the formation of identity among Native American populations (Reardon 2004; Reardon and TallBear 2012; TallBear 2013) , and as tools in the "geneticization of 'race' and ethnicity" (Nelson 2008, 771; see also Nelson 2016; Fullwiley 2008 Fullwiley , 2011 Panofsky and Donovan 2017) . Notably, though, these boundary objects are often not taken as unalterable "received facts" (Dumit 2003) , but rather used in conjunction with other types of knowledge (e.g. historical, cultural) allowing people to "enact a course of deliberate and strategic negotiation in an effort to create kinship orientation … [that] attends as well to the weight of individual desires for relatedness (Nelson 2008, 771) . Similarly, Otherkin science creates a standardized package of acceptable claims and reasoning-via boundary objects like phantom limb syndrome and multiverse physics-that links seemingly incompatible systems into a stable Otherkin scientistic self, attaching scientific validation to a desire for relatedness to others experiencing a selfhood so far removed from the mainstream.
The Otherkin perpetually negotiate and construct Otherkin science, suspended between the observable limits of the physical human body and the subjectivity of personal experience. While they experience their lives in a manner wholly anomalous to the laws of mainstream accepted science, they must still reconcile this experience with those same laws that govern their understanding of the larger world. This requires constant positioning between the poles of experience and knowledge, metaphysics and physical science, the spiritual and the neurological, ontology and epistemology. They establish and maintain this tenuous position through debates revolving around legitimate definitions of Otherkinity-debates that often manifest in the policing of those they call "fluff" as exemplars of inauthentic or unreasonable 'kin identification. The Otherkin case is striking not only because of its obvious distinction from normative Western human experience, but also because it illustrates how networked media technologies can be utilized in the construction of scientific fact through the policing of group boundaries. Having no central authority framework, the Otherkin community relies on localized platform administrators (Admins) to uphold group norms and definitions, which unavoidably drift in different contexts. As boyd reminds us, "digital networks will never merely map the social, but inevitably develop their own dynamics through which they become the social" (2008, 155) . Simply put, The Otherkin represent in many ways both the hope and the danger of Internet sociality: collapsed geography affords a context where people of similarly marginalized experiences can cohere, but the near limitlessness of digital space creates a situation wherein maintaining cohesion becomes exhausting, if not unattainable.
The following traces the construction of Otherkin science-through the dual processes of boundary work and the standardizing of packages-in four sections. The first, "Otherkin Facebook," includes a brief history and current status of the Otherkin Internet community, particularly on Facebook, revealing the practices of "questioning" and "grilling." The next section examines how this questioning in Otherkin Facebook groups helps the community patrol its members for inauthenticity, or "fluff." The third section, "Otherkin Science," focuses on the measures Otherkin use to validate non-fluff identifications, weighing subjective experience against empiricist evidence. This is followed by a section of conclusions, parallels, and implications.
Otherkin Facebook
This study comes as a part of five years of participant observation I conducted with the Otherkin community as a non-kin anthropologist. The community itself exists mainly in the Internet, on forums and social media platforms, and my fieldwork included engagement on Facebook, Tumblr, YouTube, Reddit, and multiple web-based chat forums, as well as the Second Life 3D virtual platform, and at face-to-face meetups and camping trips. 9 This article, however, focuses 9 "Fieldwork" in this context involved checking multiple social media accounts, commenting and posting, participating in conversations, conducting interviews, and sometimes attending scheduled meetings and events-the digital equivalent of what Geertz would call "deep hanging out" (1998). An issue singular to digital anthropology is the "searchability" of Internet text communication and its effect on the reality of perceived anonymity (boyd 2010). Due to the diversity of Internet context, I utilize a few different layers of anonymity in this article. Key interlocutors-anyone in the article with a name-have been given pseudonyms, chosen by themselves or with their input. I have likewise pseudonymized specific Facebook groups and connected group forums-like Kin Sanctuary and No Fluff Zone-to avoid unintentionally revealing personal information about members. People whose words I use from closed (i.e. non-searchable) specifically on the Facebook aspect of the research. While the Internet can be seen as the Otherkins' main space of social activity, it is important to note that the Internet did not invent the Otherkin. They trace their community's beginning to the Elf Queen's Daughters, a group who identified as elves back in the early 1970s. The term "otherkin" came about in 1990, as a part of the Elfinkind Digest email listserve (Scribner 2012) . A small group of users on the alt.horror.werewolves newsgroup "came out" as wolves in 1993, inadvertently beginning the Otherkin online community, which spread to web forums and Internet Relay Chats over the next decade. Some of these have been online since the late 1990s and are still active. Aside from these forums, the most active online Otherkin related sites are the social media outlets Tumblr and Facebook.
I choose to look specifically at Facebook for two reasons. First, as the dominant contemporary social media platform (Pew Research Center 2018), Facebook has deeply influenced the way we in the Internet-using world regard interpersonal relationships (Gershon 2011; Brison 2017; Miller 2017) , presentation of self (Dalsgaard 2008; van Dijck 2013; NurMuhammad et al. 2016; Miller and Sinanan 2017) , political engagement (Bode 2017; Engesser et al. 2017) , and even death (Haverinen 2014 (Haverinen , 2015 . Second, and more specific to the Otherkin, Facebook features the ability to form "groups" and regulate their privacy, creating relatively safe-and easily policed-spaces for Otherkin discourse. 10 Though Facebook affords these tools, it is important to note that I am not viewing the platform from a technological determinist stance, but rather, following Baym (2010) and Lingel (2017) , a perspective of "social shaping" wherein "the consequences of technologies arise from a mix of 'affordances'-the social capabilities technological qualities enable-and the unexpected and emergent ways that people make use of those affordances" (Baym 2010, 44) . So the Facebook platform helps shape the ways in which the community socializes, but only through the Otherkins' specific choices about how to use it. In her work with countercultural online communities, Lingel reveals how Internet technologies can be deployed for "tactical" purposes within the dominant culture's "strategic" construction of those same technologies (Lingel 2017 ; see also de Certeau 1984) . Specifically, Lingel examines how some drag performers from Brooklyn fought against Facebook's "real name policy" 11 by tricking group postings but could not obtain permissions from are simply referred to as "Original Poster (OP)" or "Mem" (for "Member"). Likewise, I refer to "interviewees" when quoting people who spoke to me directly but prefer to remain anonymous. When quoting from searchable blog posts and websites, I cite the author just like any other published source. In cases where publicly available (i.e. searchable) content could reveal the identity of an interlocutor, I paraphrase, attempting to keep the original intent and style while obscuring the searchability of the text. 10 While any current discussion of Facebook would need to reference the fact that user information had been purchased and used by Cambridge Analytica to influence the 2016 United States Presidential election, these revelations had not yet come to light during the research period, and thus did not affect the data germane to this particular project. 11 Facebook's "real name policy"-now called the "authentic name policy"-states that it is a community where "everyone uses the name they go by in everyday life. This makes it so that you always know who you're connecting with and helps keep [the] community safe" (Facebook 2017) . Further, the policy stipulates that a user's profile name should be "the name that your friends call you in everyday life … [and] should also appear on an ID or document from our ID list. Nicknames can be used as a first or middle name if they're a variation of your authentic name (like Bob instead of Robert). Pretending to be anything or anyone the platform into thinking they were in Indonesia (where single-word names are allowed), thus using the platform tactically to circumvent its own strategic construction. Following Lingel, I view the Otherkin as a "community of alterity"-defined through "Otherness" from the mainstream Internet public, and also "authenticity" from within the group itself (Lingel 2017, 7-10 )-and view their use of Facebook groups as tactical in nature, both blocking Othering agents from outside and assessing authenticity from within.
Even in an Internet culture that can be best described as "ambivalent" (Phillips and Milner 2017) , the Otherkin are polarizing figures, and their Othering (often in the form of mocking and harassment) is pervasive. People often speak of Otherkin as "special snowflakes," a term-which has recently moved into popular parlance through the alt-right/Fox News cultural conduit-meaning a very fragile person who will do or say anything to appear unique and special. Otherkin-themed subreddits (smaller topic-based forums on the Reddit platform) specifically discuss some of the more bizarre Tumblr claims in a derisive light. YouTube videos produced by Otherkin are remixed and re-circulated with new user-made subtitles ridiculing the content and suggesting that Otherkin are either mentally ill or simply lying. Issues with harassment and cyberbullying are not exclusive to the Otherkin community, but Otherkin griefing is particularly dismissive, and at times violent, aggressively advising suicide. The abovebranded "ambivalent" Internet public shrugs off much of this behavior as "trolling," implying that it is not done seriously, and should be understood as a regrettable, but unavoidable, byproduct of the medium itself. Phillips and Milner explain the danger in believing this label:
"trolling" as a behavioral catch-all is imprecise and, in terms of classification, ultimately unhelpful. Further, as it often posits a playful or at least performative intent ("I'm not a real racist, I just play one on the internet"), the term also tends to minimize the negative effects of the worst kinds of online behaviors. (2017, (7) (8) This is not to say that the Otherkin do not experience trolling, but that these behaviors are better understood in the category of harsh "punching down" that many marginalized people experience at the hands of dominant groups (2017, 14) . Due to this climate of harassment, Otherkin Facebook groups are often "closed"-meaning a person needs Admin approval to join-and community member Admins work diligently to ward off impostors by deleting comments and selectively denying membership.
Another problematic aspect of trolling's imprecision as a classification is how hard it is to tell intended mockery from harmless mischief. In the following example from Kin Sanctuary, a isn't allowed" (2017). This policy affected many communities, specifically Native American and LGBTQ+ Facebook users (Haimson and Hoffmann 2016; Phillip 2015) . In 2014, Facebook began cracking down on users in violation of this policy and suspending accounts, which also had a disastrous effect on Otherkin Facebook groups. Because Otherkin rarely use their legal human names in the community, a large portion of their accounts were declared "unauthorized." Chats and friend lists fell apart as everyone's name suddenly had to be changed into something that resembled a "real" name, in an attempt to prevent being caught up in the purge. A user named Draconex, for instance, would change it to something like Drake O. Nex.
closed group I belong to, (Admin) Fei temporarily blocks a member (henceforth, "Mem") for making troll-like jokes:
Fei:
This still sounds trollish. I'll remove you guys for now. Mem 1: well if you wanna be paranoid coz of banter thats your choice but not a very nice choice Fei:
I don't think you understand the situation. We've been dealing with trolls a lot lately thanks to this new organized movement to troll otherkin groups, and when you deal with trolls a lot it becomes pretty easy to spot them. This interchange exposes how complicated safeguarding against trolls can be. The supposed threat of organized anti-Otherkin troll factions demands Fei's zero-tolerance approach toward shenanigans, even in a forum that generally encourages humor. In this situation, the member implied that he becomes "cookiemonsterkin" when stoned-an obvious joke that would probably have been benign at another time. In this particular context, however, the joke could be taken as a disparagement of the underlying concept of Otherkinity, rather than merely a comment on marijuana's effect on the appetite. The exchange also shows that, despite minor protest, the member understands the perceived necessity of the situation, which speaks to both the effect of trolling and to the power of group Admins. I heard many claims over the course of my fieldwork about these organized anti-Otherkin troll factions. Some even maintained that trolls were being paid to troll specific groups. I never saw any evidence of unified troll movement, but the constant perception of impending trolling has a palpable effect on the community. It serves as a constant reminder of their own Othering at the hands of mainstream culture: "trolls are born of and embedded within dominant institutions and tropes, which are every bit as damaging as the trolls' most disruptive behaviors … Online trolling is par for the mainstream cultural course" (Phillips 2015, 11) . Sometimes the case-by-case interventions proved insufficient, and more drastic measures of policing had to be taken, as shown in a recent update to the "description" panel of Kin Sanctuary: "Due to a high volume of trolls lately, this group will not be accepting any new members until further notice. DO NOT REQUEST TO JOIN OR YOU WILL BE BLOCKED IMMEDIATELY."
When I applied to join Otherkin Facebook groups, I was told by several of the Admins that I should write an "introduction post" upon my approval, so I posted something about my research, including a link to informed consent and IRB materials. This is not what the Admins meant, which soon became clear as I noticed these "introduction posts" popping up every few days in different groups. They seldom varied from a general template:
Hello, everyone, my name is [whatever name the member goes by in the community, usually not their legal name]. Thanks for the add! I am a [Here the person provides a detailed description of their kintype. This description usually involves evidence in the form of visual details, how they experience the kintype and for how long, as well as some theories as to why this kintype (or Otherkinity in general) exists.] If you have any questions, feel free to ask! The other members in the group then comment on the post. Recently, both Fei and Petra (another key interlocutor and Admin) were added to a group to take over as Admins, so they had to write short introduction posts:
I'm Fei and I've been a part of the otherkin/therian community for 10 or 11 years now. I identify as a tundra wolf, snow leopard, fire nymph, and abrahamic angel. I personally believe my kinity to be spiritual due to reincarnation, but I also accept that it may be partially or entirely psychological. I experience mental shifts, phantom shifts, past life memories, species dysphoria, and possible dream shifts cause I do tend to appear as my kintypes in my dreams. Petra: For those who don't know me, I've been a member of the greater otherkin community since about 2004 and identify as an African lioness and black tip reef shark for reasons relating to the brain.
These introductions receive respectful "likes." No one pushes back, questions, or even comments. Both Fei and Petra are known in the community, making the introduction posts largely a performative act of "passing the baton." But they are also modeling the correct way to introduce one's self. Fei provides an evidentiary and experiential laundry list, while Petra simplifies hers with the brief "reasons relating to the brain." If a new member's introduction is phrased similarly, the comments are welcoming: "Greetings!" "Welcome!" "Good to meet you!" "Hooray, another [kintype]!" If there is some doubt, due to a lack of information or something that didn't seem quite right, the OP of the introduction will be "questioned." Questioning is a customary process wherein the OP is asked direct, pointed questions about their Otherkin identity. And there are wrong answers. Common questions include: "How did you come to the conclusion that you are [kintype] or that you identify as non-human at all?" "What specific experiences brought you to this conclusion?" "What research have you done on this creature?" and "Have you considered other, human-based explanations for your experience?" For instance, OP2's introduction at the beginning of the article began without enough information, so she was (mildly) questioned with "Nice to meet you! What's a pterolycus?" and "Ah ok. So how'd you figure out your kintypes?" to which OP2 responded sufficiently. If the group can come up with a reason that the OP does not fit the definition of Otherkinity, they tell the OP in plain terms that either they are not Otherkin, or they need to do more research and figure out their true kintype.
While the practice of questioning may seem counter-intuitive, as it could make people feel unwelcome and dissuade membership, many Otherkin see it as a necessary step for a few reasons. The first is to weed out trolls, thinking they will expose themselves inadvertently with their answers. Otherkin have also suggested to me that questioning newcomers helps them learn about themselves. An awakening-the process through which a person realizes their specific kintype(s)-is an ongoing process, and the practice of questioning acts as a kind of sounding board for people to test the logic of their conclusions. Many older 'kin I have talked to lament the current state of questioning as too lenient, letting things slide that would have been unacceptable previously. Several years ago, the act of questioning was actually called grilling, and was apparently much more intense, a sort of harsh hazing ritual that led to substantial selfknowledge. As Petra defines it, "grilling is the process of asking many and detailed questions to new members of the community, historically on a forum. It isn't just asking questions, it's literally picking apart every detail of someone's story." Another veteran member recalls her memories of this process in a post:
When I joined a few groups on Facebook as well as other forums, I was grilled until I wanted to cry … I could not come up with a valid reasoning for my beliefs at that point. It took some time, but I was able to come up with valid, "non-human traits," if you will, after sitting down and considering what made me really think what I was was "x, y, or z."
In this poster's experience, the grilling was harsh, not because she felt she was being bullied or doubted, but because she could not come up with a "valid" rationale for her beliefs. This raises the question: What does "validity" mean to her and who grants it? We could assume that validity in her case comes from Admins and group members, but where do they base this standard? It seems her own subjective experience does not qualify as valid, so it must come from some outside source. Petra argues that the only real way to achieve validity is to have it bestowed by empirical scientific study:
Something being valid implies it has been validated. This means that studies have been done on the nature of it and have proven it is a thing. This does not yet apply to the subject of otherkinity, so to call it valid is incorrect.
So, if actual validity is not an option for Otherkinity (to Petra, at least), how do Admins and group members judge what would be considered valid reasoning for a new member's kintype?
Early in my research, Petra suggested that I try to approach, "people who encompass every major kintype … all of whom should be grounded in rationality." In the absence of empirical study, rational logic makes a claim reasonable. Discussions of Otherkinity consistently display dependence on and respect for rationality and reason, with assertions often being judged based on their logical flaws. In a similar fashion, Collins et al. have traced how proponents of "fringe science" (e.g. alternative physics) have strived "to recapture the rationality of its proponents, showing how, in terms of the procedures of science, they could be right and the mainstream could be wrong and therefore the consensus position is formed by social agreement" (Collins, Reyes-Galindo, and Bartlett 2016, 1) . This kind of appeal to rationality serves to reframe seemingly fanciful (or irrational) notions within a system that renders them reasonable (rational).
Likewise, the Otherkin practice of questioning filters something that first appears dubious through an approved and formalized process, translating it into something rational.
Most often, interlocutors and interviewees told me that the purpose of questioning is to preserve a bounded and approved definition of what counts as legitimate Otherkinity (a standardized package). As one member explained to me, "It's not because we hate people different than us, it's because there IS a definition to these labels, and to not follow them means they mean absolutely nothing." Since the move in recent years from grilling to the much more inclusive questioning, the community has seen the growth of explanations that would have previously been rejected outright-claims such as physical shape-shifting, super-human senses, and identification as inanimate objects. Grilling once served the purpose of stopping these supposedly incorrect identities from flourishing, but that is no longer the case. The same grilled veteran community member from above who worried about "valid reasoning" posts:
I lurk through a few forums and it seems like NO ONE is being questioned about their discovery anymore. It's very disturbing to me that a lack of analysis is seemingly encouraged in forums dedicated to seeking further knowledge about one's therio-/kintype. In my opinion, open acceptance in an introduction can lead to further ignorance when it could be corrected and fixed from the moment a new person joins a group/forum. Petra, even with her long history in the community, thinks she just missed those glory days of universal grilling:
Things before I came along were all about grilling and constructive conversations and the like but those people who were rubbed the wrong way revolted and formed their own forums of over acceptance, going in the complete opposite direction. These days, you ask the basic "so how did you come to X conclusion?" and some kids go "don't grill me!" This "complete opposite direction" is the same "further ignorance" the previous member feared, and it has a name: "fluff."
Fluff
The majority of the "work" in boundary work is, as previously mentioned, "constructing a social boundary that distinguishes some intellectual activities as 'non-science'" (Gieryn 1983, 782) . In Otherkin science, this is no different: the first step in constructing legitimate Otherkin science is the demarcation and definition of Otherkin non-science, or fluff. An informational word document passed around the Otherkin Facebook groups called "Common Terminology" defines a "fluff" as:
Something that is not apparently genuine (real, true). "Fluff" is also defined as an individual (usually self-identified 'Kin or Therian) who is misled, closed/refuses to learn and may be varyingly delusional (delusion is defined as holding beliefs or ideas despite evidence to the contrary-basically rejecting facts). Example: Someone who truly thinks they can break the laws of science (Nightside 2015) .
In my interviews, I have been given many definitions of what exactly fluff is: "Kin that believe so desperately in logical fallacies that no outside questioning will budge them. They're too focused on being unique and special to actually learn"; "slang for those who are 'fake therians' or just confused about it and mostly who are obsessed with wolves and think they can physically shift into one which is delusional"; and "made up stuff, essentially anyone who isn't otherkin and just trying to fit in for one reason or another." Petra specifically bases the designation on logic and evidence, indicting "anyone making extraordinary claims with no evidence or hyper spiritual claims with no semblance of logical thought … [who] instead think they can just make up 'facts' and twist terms as they go." Note the upheld dichotomy of logical fallacy vs. the laws of science: logical, informed, factual science = Otherkin, while delusion, made-up-stuff, and logical fallacy = fluff.
The word "fluff" comes from a shortening of the term "fluffy bunny" from the Pagan/Wiccan community (Coco and Woodward 2007; Snook 2015) . In their study of Australian Pagans, Coco and Woodward found that groups used "fluffy bunny" as "a shorthand way of signaling people's inauthentic engagement with witchcraft" (2007, 501) . Fluff holds a similar significance for the Otherkin. The first online reference to Otherkin fluff was the creation of the (now defunct) Anti-fluff DragonKin online mailing list in 2002, specifically set up for Dragon Otherkin who are "tired of the kids under 18" (Scribner 2012, 64) . Like the Pagan fluffy bunny, the prototypical Otherkin fluff is young, misinformed, and largely influenced by mass media portrayals. Many specifically attribute an influx of young fluff to MTV's Teen Wolf and the Twilight book and movie franchise. Both feature conventionally attractive shape-shifting teenage werewolves as protagonists, leading community members to be wary of newly awakened wolf therians' ideas about Otherkinity. There seems to be a tacit understanding that many novices enter the community with wolf kintypes, but outgrow them. Older 'kin will admit to initially entering the community as wolf therians, before they did enough research to figure out their actual kintype. It is such a common occurrence that they have a specific term for young fluffy wolf therians-wolfaboos-described here by an interviewee:
Teen wolves/woolfaboos. I think they are the worst out of everyone. 99.9% of the time they're just angsty, emo, closet furry, teens with an animal play kink who make these ridiculous packs with the most absurd names like "Death Watch Ember Valley Pack" and the alpha is named "Silver Moonwhisper."
Frustration with fluff and wolfaboos is understandable: at stake in Otherkin representation is not merely an opinion about how the community should be characterized, but the very idea that Otherkin identification is a viable way to exist in the world. A community that constantly faces derision and disbelief from the outside world must be seen as a unified front, and as one member puts it, "Fluff ultimately makes us all look bad. I sure as hell don't want to be associated with that." Fluff represents ignorance to many in the community. It gives fuel to those on Reddit and YouTube who search for the most outlandish Otherkin claims. These tensions support an "us-and-them" Manichean position that one interviewee expresses: "they create their own definitions for what our community is and spread the misinformation around and send anon hate to the actual members of the community who try and correct them. We become mean, gatekeeping, greymuzzles." 12 Facebook lies at the front lines of this split. While the majority of Otherkin on the older forums maintain a stricter definition of Otherkinity, the Otherkin who present on Tumblr are generally more accepting, and allow an immensely augmented diversity of identity possibilities. This is not simply an issue of age, but also of platform affordance: Tumblr-being primarily a blogging platform-allows for free expression without much oversight, whereas the Otherkin online forums are traditionally Admin-ed by respected community members or site owners. Otherkin Facebook groups act as a bridge between the two: Facebook's social media ubiquity attracts younger Otherkin, and Facebook's group system allows for Admin control of the content. Bringing together members from both camps, these groups become the sites of much boundary work in the form of fluff policing. Many of the larger Otherkin Facebook groups are Admin-ed by members of the old guard, simply because they have been around longer, so new Otherkin who have only been exposed to Tumblr are taken aback by the aggressive style of questioning. Sometimes they push back, and the conversation can quickly become combative (as was the case with OP1 at the beginning of the article). More often than not, the questioned OP will call the Admins and group members elitists or bullies. The group will respond with calls to rationality and references to posted group rules. In some cases, the Admins ban the OP permanently, but only after a solid rebuke. In the following excerpt, Fei gives an OP one of these scoldings:
if u have a problem with me and don't see eye to eye with me then kindly don't reply to a comment I post … I don't like ppl trying to correct me if u want to start a debate or state facts I'm not the person to do it with Fei: This is a group for logical people who accept and understand facts. If you can't handle that, get the fuck out. We will not change for you. … The whole community of real otherkin are this way and you will have this problem everywhere you go. You need to grow up and accept that the otherkin community is for logical people who take their identity seriously, not for whiny children who insist on living in a fantasy world.
The OP is not specifically called fluff in the excerpt, but is described as such several times in the ensuing discussion thread. Here we see, again, the claim that the OP (as fluff) is young, irrational, and indulging in fantasy. More than that, this example frames the issue as one of community solidarity-"the whole community of real otherkin are this way"-the salient word being "real." The OP would probably be able to find Internet spaces where their views would be tolerated, but those sites are not for "real" Otherkin, who are logical and scientific. This particular group, No Fluff Zone, is purportedly a space for real Otherkin. The group rules are "pinned" to the homepage-meaning that they will always appear above all other posts-with the warning that breaking a rule will result in a ban. The first rule, listed in all caps, is "NO FLUFF ALLOWED" recalling the description of the original 2002 Anti-fluff DragonKin email list, which explicitly stated, "Fluffiness is not allowed here" (Scribner 2012, 64) .
What we see going on with fluff on a more abstract level is the bolstering of empirical scientific method through the delegitimizing of its supposed opposite. Framing non-science not as a set of beliefs or practices, but rather as a type of person who characterizes them, the Otherkin experts accomplish the "monopolization of professional authority" (Gieryn 1983, 792) . They put allegedly implausible Otherkin through a ritual of accusation, mockery, and public shame. Notably, the lay-experts do not bring the science itself into question and therefore maintain a rational stance. It allows the negotiation to be centered on identity, rather than problematizing scientific logic itself. But beneath these contestations lie the beliefs and practices behind the identities, and the construction of Otherkin science itself.
Otherkin Science
It should be clear at this point that the first rule of Otherkin legitimacy is to not claim the ability to physically transform. The concept comes from media portrayals of werewolves, vampires, and shape shifters, and instantly hoists a red "wolfaboo" flag. Here, a Facebook group member loses patience with claims of physical transformation from a wolf therian: When faced with the OP's resistance, the group member says what any good scientist would: show me proof and I'll believe you. This speaks to the distinction at the heart of Otherkin scientific construction-the difference between belief and knowledge. While young fluffy wolf therians may sincerely believe that with enough effort they could physically shift, they do not know that they can, because no evidence exists of anyone ever actually transforming. This kind of evidence-based knowledge is what experienced Otherkin community leaders would require to believe such claims: recall Petra's earlier standard for "validity." Further, the type of evidence they demand is visual proof, the very observational empirical knowledge at the foundation of science (Shapin and Schaffer 1985) . Note how-of all the available Internet media-the group Member above asks for p-shift evidence on YouTube, a fundamentally visual platform. When I asked interviewees about fluffy claims and behavior, they came up with very similar calls for scientific evidence, as shown in these responses:
The only things I am very skeptical about is physical shifting and magic, and other things that can easily be reliably disproven through empiric testing.
Physical shifting-well not at all since it is impossible. Claiming to have supernatural powers is also something to not really believe unless they can provide solid evidence.
It's one thing to feel or subjectively experience something in your mind or spiritually, but making physical claims doesn't sit well in the otherkin community. Things like claims of physical shifting, claims of not being human physically, etc. does not sit well with me. Real-life, physical claims require evidence to back it up.
Breaking the laws of physics is not up for discussion unless the claimant can provide proof, which, of course, they never can. Thus, the demand for proof ("evidence," "empiric testing") is a conversation ender, and often results in a ban. Even a harsh rebuke, however, allows for future scientific validation through evidence. Here, a Member responds to another unproven and implausible claim:
Mem 2: You say we're not believers, when really, if you could provide honest to god proof of it occurring, most of us, if not all of us, would gladly start believing. You cannot make extraordinary claims without providing extraordinary proof … But for now, you're nothing but another raving delusional person with unsubstantiated claims of grandeur. Don't like being labeled as such? I'd get working on that proof, if I were you. Or better yet, feel free to shut up and get over it.
As mentioned earlier, in the absence of empirical evidence (i.e., in every case), the layexperts in the community demand logical reasoning. And to truly substantiate a claim, this reasoning comes as the product of an appropriate amount of research. What this means differs according to context, but usually involves archival study of species' morphology and behavior, a long process of elimination, and logical argument. Notably, it is important not only to do the research, but also to have the knowledge of what kind of research matters for legitimacy. While less immediately damning than p-shifting, the attribution of unrealistic morphology or behaviors to a kintype is said to characterize "people who have not put in enough research and critical thinking to actually know their kintypes, people who claim something that would not be true for their kintype." This is primarily an issue for therians, since they have representations of their animal kintypes living in the world for comparison. Common mistakes that separate wolfaboos from legitimate wolf therians, for instance, include wolves with red eyes, asserting a kintype has a fur pattern that does not match with the species, or claiming certain solitary animals run in "packs." In one long Facebook chat I facilitated, someone claimed to be the "alpha" of a "pack" of wolf therians, and another member simply attached a bibliographical listing with online links to eight scientific articles and videos about how canines don't actually form packs. A sarcastic "Wolfaboo" meme circulated in some Facebook groups features the quote "My wolf is a black arctic wolf with blue eyes that howls at the moon." The problems with this claim are that arctic wolves are white, do not have blue eyes, and that wolves actually howl at/for each other, not at the moon. In a case like this, the claimant would be told to do more research and try back later.
It is not enough, though, to demarcate fluff and fluffy beliefs as non-science through boundary work: it is also necessary to define what is science for the Otherkin, which is where the standardized package of boundary objects comes into play. In the case of Otherkin science, these boundary objects come from psychology, physics, biology, metaphysics, and contemporary social theories. In the deployment of these collected objects, the assuredness of legitimacy follows a hierarchy:
1. Claims that can be proven empirically 2. Claims that can be logically justified using science that has been proven 3. Claims that can be defended using abstract science 4. Claims that (however metaphysical) cannot be disproven with science All else is non-scientific, therefore illogical, therefore fluff.
Claims that meet the first condition are not very common among 'kin that I have talked with, because they require the assistance of the medical/scientific industry, and many Otherkin do not seek "help" in this way. To seek out a professional therapist or doctor would involve "outing" oneself and even risking possible institutionalization. The rare cases I am familiar with are usually situations wherein the person has been diagnosed with a known disorder, such as Dissociative Identity Disorder (DID), and the kintypes are explained either as associated neurological symptoms or accommodated as a type of coping strategy. While the empirical value of such a diagnosis could be questioned, it is the closest that the community comes to straightforward scientific validation.
Many in the community use the second tier of the hierarchy-that the explanation can be logically justified using current (though unrelated) empirical scientific knowledge. Petra explains her kintype as a primarily neurological phenomenon, and uses pre-existing science on the human brain to bolster her claim:
The thing about a psychological/ neurological explanation for otherkin, is that the principles are already there that can explain what is experienced (such as phantom limbs, dream shifts, out of body experiences (astral travel), etc.). They have yet to be specifically studied with relation to otherkin, but the principles themselves have been studied and documented.
Because these seemingly metaphysical or even mystical experiences can be explained in relation to other neurological conditions, they are imparted a measure of legitimacy. Many of my 'kin interlocutors relay anecdotes about phantom wings and tails that would, at first, seem farfetched, but when related to non-kin stories of human phantom limbs, they become thinkable as neurological phenomena. The major difference in these accounts is that, in the case of a phantom human limb, the appendage was at some point tangibly attached to the body, connected physically to the brain through a network of nerves. Taken on its own terms, however, the neurological experience of phantom limbs, whether arms or wings, would be similar in sensation. Observe how a dragonkin interviewee describes his phantom limbs and offers a possible explanation:
I do get phantom limbs occasionally though they've ebbed a lot in the last few years and I mostly experience them as phantom wings when the wind is particularly strong or I am on a mountain ridge or the like… When I was trying to figure out the details of my horns and hands and feet and legs several years ago, I started getting phantom sensations there, probably because I was thinking a lot about them. I could imagine my feet grasping onto things like a lizard's. My current theory is that phantom limbs are the result of the brain imposing its vision of itself so it's something that's caused by identifying as a dragon.
This account of dragon identification would be deemed legitimate, because it is situated alongside a neurological explanation. He reasons that his phantom wings and reptilian feet are a product of his own brain, an argument that concurs with the psychological "neuromatrix" explanation of phantom limbs (Melzack 1989) .
Fei also acknowledges this relationship to neurological explanations, though for her it manifests as an issue of gender identity:
Otherkin make parallels to transgender identification often, claiming that the experience of gender dysphoria-"the distress that may accompany the incongruence between one's experienced or expressed gender and one's assigned gender" (American Psychiatric Association 2013, 451)-is similar to what they call species dysphoria. The experience of species dysphoria is exactly what it sounds like: incongruence between a person's human body and their non-human identification. This parallel was bolstered by a psychological journal article (Gerbasi et al. 2008 ) that put forth the concept Species Identity Disorder (SID) after interviewing participants at a furry 13 convention. This article was roundly critiqued a few years later (Probyn-Rapsey 2011) for its questionable methodology and its reliance on Gender Identity Disorder (GID), which frames trans identifiers as disordered and is no longer an approved diagnosis. Rather than viewing this as a 13 Furries and Otherkin are not the same thing. Furries have an affinity towards an animal, whereas Otherkin identify as the animal. Some people can be both, but most are not. A furry enjoys anthropomorphic art and aesthetics-usually a cartoon-like being with the head, paws, tail, etc. of an animal, and the body shape of a human. Many furries also like to dress in fursuit costumes that express their fursona, which is not to be confused with a kintype. For more on furries, refer to Healy and Beverland (2013) and Roberts et al. (2015). reason to abandon the idea of SID, the Otherkin community largely sees the de-pathologization of GID as a hopeful future of legitimacy. Fei continues:
Being transgender is no longer classified as a mental illness because it typically does not significantly interfere with one's ability to function … Otherkinity is also not likely a mental illness because it also does not significantly interfere with one's ability to function, and given that we're aware we are physically human, there is no evidence that we're delusional either.
While many in the community find trans and Otherkin identities easily comparable, some argue that distinctions still need to be made. Lady, who is also transgender, agrees with Fei that Otherkin identification is not disordered, but warns against conflating species and gender:
Personally, I would probably classify it as an aspect of neurodiversity, rather than pathologizing it unless it had major and negative impact on someone's life. I often worry that people create false parallels between transgender and otherkin experiences. … As someone who is both otherkin and transgender, while my two forms of dysphoria have some similarities, they are also very distinct from one another … they are separate intersectional identities.
Rather than relying solely on the "hard" sciences, Lady makes a case for neurodiversity and intersectional feminism. Even so, she uses the psychological language of dysphoria as a link to authoritative neurological science. In these discussions, we see phantom limbs, dysphoria, gender identity, and related neurological phenomena being deployed as boundary objects that contribute to the standardized package that is Otherkin science, tethering it to validated scientific concepts.
Otherkin view arguments and justifications of 'kinity as falling into two camps: the psychological and the spiritual. While the reasoning above obviously sides with psychological explanations, I maintain that the more spiritual explanations (termed so by the Otherkin) also depend upon scientific knowledge to legitimize their claims. Thus, the spiritual camp works at the third and fourth tiers of the aforementioned scientific hierarchy: 3) claims that can be defended using abstract science, and 4) claims that (however metaphysical) cannot be disproven with science. The Otherkin's most commonly referenced bit of abstract science is the multiverse theory from physics. Introduced by Schrödinger (and his cat) in the 1950s, the theory suggests that there are an infinite number of parallel universes playing out all possible realities. This is useful, because it gives credence to a great many Otherkin claims. For instance, 'kin who identify as elves, dragons, or other mythical creatures can use the theory to explain that there are other dimensions in which these beings exist. This is the power of the word "infinite," it means that absolutely everything is not merely possible, but definite. This is also the area where abstract science and metaphysics can overlap or clash. We can see the diverging, but ultimately respectful, viewpoints in a discussion of multiverse theory and the idea of an astral plane:
Mem: The multiverse idea is prevalent in quantum physics and frankly makes a lot of sense to me Petra: I believe in the multiverse theory as per physics. Otherwise, I believe other people believe in such things as the "astral" etc. I just don't. Fei:
I believe in other dimensions/realms partially due to my spiritual experiences (including astral travel), but also partially because as far as I can tell, 2 of my kintypes existed in separate realms from this one.
We can see here the blurry border between abstract science and pure metaphysics. Even Petra, who is normally quick to call up scientific or logical arguments, simply says she doesn't believe in an astral plane. Even though full acceptance of the multiverse theory would mean that an astral plane definitely exists somewhere, it doesn't quite feel scientific. It bridges the third and fourth level of the Otherkin scientific hierarchy. The addition of astral travel to accepted 'kin claims enables the majority of the fourth tier. If it is within comprehension that there is a place or state of being that allows a soul/creature to move while disembodied, many other explanations become thinkable. The most common of these is past-life regressive memories of life as a different being, often in a different dimension. Once the multiverse has been legitimized, and disembodied movement lends credence to the idea of reincarnation, how could someone scientifically disprove past-life memories? Indeed, at this point, couldn't they be explained as just another neurological manifestation of multiverse travel? And through these logics, multiverses, astral planes, and past life memories are added to the Otherkin science standardized package.
While these various explanations are situated at different levels of a scientific hierarchy, they are all uniformly accepted once the logical arguments have been made. A standardized package "consists of a scientific theory and a standardized set of technologies which is adopted by many members of multiple social worlds to construct a new and at least temporally stable definition" (Fujimura 1992, 169) . When I asked interviewees what they considered to be legitimate Otherkin claims, they offered no indication that some were somehow more legitimate than others-the disparate boundary objects had congealed into a standardized package, as a collected theory of phenomena and technologies describing Otherkinity:
Legitimate otherkin experiences include phantom limbs, mental shifts, astral shifts, past life memories, somewhat "heightened" senses (the senses don't physically heighten, people just pay more attention to them during certain shifts), and species dysphoria.
Past-life memories, phantom limbs, astral projection, heightened awareness/senses are all optional elements that one may experience but they are not required Concepts such as phantom limbs … and past life memories (within reason) are all things that I feel a human being can experience, even if these experiences are often unusual and not universally culturally or spiritually accepted Thus, after the process of scientific justification is completed, often through the practice of questioning or grilling, the identification is deemed valid. Those who use more "spiritual" (e.g. less "scientific") terms are usually asked more questions, and have to do more in-depth logical reasoning, but are equally validated at the end of it. Otherkin may have to repeat this process several times in different contexts, groups, and forums, but, once approved, they remain valid in the eyes of the group. They have already endured the rigorous logical hazing-tough but evidence-based and grounded in reason-the crucible in which their Otherkin scientistic selves have been forged.
Conclusion
A poll on the homepage of the website "The Otherkin Community" (n=1,538) asks "Will Humanity Ever Accept Otherkin & Metaphysics?" The largest percentage (23%, n=359) say "humanity is too ignorant," but 21% (328) think it could happen "perhaps in the near future," and 14% (222) believe "they've already begun to accept" (The Otherkin Community, Inc. 2016). Unlike the conspiracy theorists driving the "alternative fact" and "post-truth" movements who would unseat the current holders of scientific authority, the Otherkin seek recognition from scientific institutions. They see themselves as part of a long history of science's vindication of previously ridiculous notions, stretching as far back as heliocentric theories to contemporary ideas about gender identity. Currently, trans identification serves as legible (though imprecise) metaphor for the Otherkin to explain their experiences, and it also represents a hope for recognition: scientific research is finding increasing connections between gender identity and the functioning of the brain, even in early adolescence (Nota et al. 2017) . While many in the Otherkin community argue that their identity is "not valid until it has been validated," the insight provided by scientific research into trans neurology raises the possibility that such validation could actually happen in the future. For many in the trans community, however, the Otherkin represent a kind of fluff, the fringe at the periphery of body-dysphoric identity that threatens to frame them all as illegitimate or unreasonable. The Otherkin presently occupy a space beyond what Renée Haynes has called the "boggle threshold," "the point at which the mind boggles"-the line we all draw that separates the plausible from the ridiculous (1980, 92; see also Luhrmann 2014) . Where we draw these lines is different for everyone; it could be a belief in a higher power, telepathy, ghosts, or other-than-human identification. The Otherkin recognize that they boggle minds, but many still hope for future understanding. Bolstered by scientific findings and increasingly (albeit slowly) accepted by mainstream culture, trans identity represents a comparatively plausible identity construct, whereas identifying as another species is past the boggle threshold. The Otherkin know that current accepted science does not support their otherthan-humanness; they also know they experience life as other-than-human beings. These things are both equally true, so they must find ways to reconcile the two if they hope to ever achieve anything like the recognition they see in the LGBTQ+ community.
To repeat-for the sake of convenience-a scientistic self, rather than being objectively approached, begins with an acceptance of a subjective experience or belief, and deploys scientific theories, facts, processes, and methods to rationalize that experience. Nelson (2008) describes African American responses to genetic ancestry testing as "affiliative self-fashioning," meaning that they accepted the supposedly "objective" scientific results only to the extent that it affirmed prior understandings of their own lineage. Panofsky and Donovan (2017) see a similar negotiation in white supremacists' reactions to (what they consider) either "good" or "bad news" from genetic ancestry testing, using the language of the science to reinterpret and mitigate results of partial non-whiteness. Otherkin scientistic self-fashioning is constructed from the opposite direction. There have been no Otherkin scientific studies to react to, so they create a standardized package of Otherkin science themselves. It may seem at first that they take what they can from physics and metaphysics as needed to explain their experiences on an individual basis, existing in the spaces between boundary objects. In the absence of sanctioned scientific studies, however, it is incredibly important that they maintain strict definitions of Otherkinity, so a standardized package is necessary. The "grey box" of Otherkinity created by this package must hold, so, in the event that mainstream science shows interest, 'kin can state, "Otherkin experience involves these particular neurological phenomena and these particular metaphysical phenomena." They need to show that there are rules, and the practices of questioning and grilling act as the standardization process for these rules. While the "fluff" argue for boundless modes of identification that boggle contemporary ideas about existence, the established Admin class seek to uphold a more rational system of Otherkinity, wherein people's minds are pushed to, but not over, the brink of apprehension, using accepted science as a guardrail of sorts. The standardized package keeps that system bounded. What these Admins are doing is essentially demarcating a fringe within the fringe, thereby creating a space between established science and implausible whimsy where they can lay claim to their own scientific knowledge. In doing so, they fight a battle on two fronts: on the periphery, they fight trolls and scientific authorities for legitimacy through recognition; and from within, they fight fluff to maintain the standardized structure necessary for that same hardwon legitimacy.
The Otherkin are not the only people who look to science to understand themselves. We all do-through genetics testing, MRIs, X-rays, blood type, not to mention the entire field of psychology. The Otherkin are also not the only online community that challenges traditional conceptions of body and identity: the Internet abounds with neurodiversity, genderfluidity, and body-dysphoria. And they all-we all-are constantly in the process of constructing, negotiating, and disassembling our own scientistic selves, corroborating our daily experience with knowledge about how the world works. For some of us, this is relatively easy, but for others, like the Otherkin, it takes a great deal of effort, time, and complexity. The larger significance of Otherkin scientistic selves is that, through their construction and the creation of boundaries from within and without, we witness how groups (and the people within those groups) can carve out a space within which their own experiences-however seemingly irrational-can be apprehended; where they can render the unthinkable recognizable.
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